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Abstract The research proposes a novel technological

solution for marker-based human motion capture called

WirelessSyncroVision (WSV). The WSV is formed by

two main modules: the visual node (WSV-V) which is

based on a stereoscopic vision system and the marker

node (WSV-M) that is constituted by a 6-DOF active

marker. The solution synchronizes the acquisition of im-

ages in remote muti-cameras with the ON period of

the active marker. This increases the robustness of the

stereoscopic system to illumination changes, which is

extremely relevant for programming industrial robotic-

arms using a human demonstrator (PbD).

In addition, the research presents a robust method

named Adaptive and Robust Synchronization (ARS),

that is designed for temporal alignment of remote de-

vices using a wireless network. The algorithm models
the phase difference as a function of time, measuring

the parameters that must be known to predict the syn-

chronization instant between the active marker and the

remote cameras.

Results demonstrate that the ARS creates a balance

between the real-time capability and the performance

estimation of the phase difference. Therefore, this re-

search proposes an elegant solution to synchronize im-

age acquisition systems in real-time that is easy to im-

plement with low operational costs however, the major

advantage of the WSV is related to its high level of flex-

ibility since it can be extended toward to other devices
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besides the PbD, for instance, motion capture, motion

analysis and remote sensoring systems.
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1 Introduction

The robotic-arms are key elements in many manufac-

turing industries since they perform unsafe, hazardous,

repetitive and unpleasant tasks, while working contin-

uously with a high level of performance. Nowadays,

industrial robots are programmed off-line using struc-

tured languages that require skilled programmers with

a strong knowledge of the industrial setup and a de-

tailed definition of the operation that must be con-

ducted by each robot autonomously (its motion, inter-

action with other equipments and safety procedures).

As expected, this is a time consuming process that re-

quires a constant cash flow in qualified human resources

which is a major disadvantage for small and medium-

sized enterprises. Therefore, more intuitive methodolo-

gies for programming these robots (easier for non-expert

personnel) are desired and several related works can be

found in the literature [9, 8, 6, 23, 22, 6, 15].

Recently, a 6-DoF (degree of freedom) visual marker

was presented in [9, 8], which is based on high intensity

LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) that turn ON during the

exposer period of the cameras that are capturing the en-

vironment. The position and orientation of the active

marker are retrieved through a stereoscopic vision sys-

tem that makes it possible to replicate the trajectory

of the wrist of the human teacher with a high degree of

accuracy and effectiveness. This industrial technology1

1 Patented by the University of Porto.
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was designed for programming a robot by demonstra-

tion (PbD) and through motion imitation. Although

being quite remarkable the accuracy of the imitation

that is achieved by the robotic-arm, this technology

has some inconveniences yet: the solution is currently

limited by a single stereoscopic vision and it requires

a set of cables to assure the synchronization between

the optical system and the 6-DoF marker. As one can

expect, these cables connect the human teacher to the

multi-camera system which reduces the maneuverabil-

ity of the operator and the flexibility of the system for

large-scaled industrial environments.

In this context, the current research presents a novel

technological solution called WirelessSyncroVision (WSV),

and evaluates a designed method that synchronizes the

instant of the acquisition of multi-cameras with time

events of a 6-DoF active marker. In the past few years,

a high number of temporal alignment methods to syn-

chronize multi-cameras have been proposed however,

the large majority focused on a software approach: un-

matched bandwidth of heterogeneous network environ-

ments [12], software triggering using markers [5] and

the asynchronism between multiple points-of-view [4].

These methods use elaborated techniques (shape from

silhouettes and volumetric analysis) [7] but results have

proved that the level of temporal alignment is often in-

sufficient in terms of accuracy for photometric evalua-

tions [10] and 3D reconstructions [7, 2]. In fact and by

resorting to these methods, the faithful reproduction of

a moving human is severely compromised for applica-

tions of PbD since noticeable texturing artifacts appear

in the moving objects.

Therefore, the WSV resorts to a wireless communi-
cation for triggering remote devices at same instant of

time: an external signal synchronizes the capturing of

images with specific time events. Two distinct modules

constitute the main elements of the WSV: the visual

node (WSV-V) and the marker node (WSV-M); and the

communication topology settles in a MIMO (multiple-

input and multiple-output) architecture at 2.4GHz ISM

(industrial, scientific and medical) band. The internal

mechanism of the WSV is based on a technique that

analyses the communication between the WSV-M and

the WSV-V, and determines the phase delay between

the electrical signal that triggers the industrial cam-

eras (WSV-V) and the signal that activates the visual

marker (WSV-M). This synchronization technique uses

a sensing structure composed of distinct observation

levels configured in time and defined by robust formu-

lations, as will be discussed later. By knowing the ex-

pected delay, the WSV-V can adjust the instant of time

for triggering the stereoscopic system (through elec-

trical signals in wired cables) - clock signal - in sync

with the time period that the visual marker stays glow-

ing. This increases the autonomy of the 6-DoF marker

(the power consumption is a major concern because the

WSV-M is a remote device) and increases the clock sig-

nal. In this way, the frequency for capturing the human

motion can be augmented up to the physical limitations

of the camera.

Therefore, the contributions of this research include:

– A novel prototype system called WirelessSyncroVi-

sion (WSV), that synchronizes several remote vision

systems (for instance, stereoscopic systems) with ex-

ternal temporal events. The WSV was especially de-

signed for industrial applications with real-time ac-

quisition constraints (delays less than 20 microsec-

onds), for instance: visual measurements, motion

analysis and 3D reconstructions;

– An robust method for modeling the phase differ-

ence between multi-cameras and a visual marker,

with a performance less influenced by the electro-

magnetic noise of industrial environments that cor-

rupts the wireless communications. The method is

called Adaptive and Robust Synchronization (ARS)

and increases the robustness of the estimation pro-

cess to the presence of outliers (usually, noise com-

ponents);

– The WSV with this robust method increases the

power efficiency of the solution and the blinking/clock

frequency (sampling frequency) of the vision system

which is of extremely relevance when capturing the

fastest movements of the operator;

– Results of this research can directly be transfered to

the industry;

– Extensive qualitative and quantitative evaluation by

considering several testing industrial-like scenarios.

The experimental results include the analysis of the

proposed robust technique in several contexts: a com-

parison to a running-average; and an evaluation and

discussion of the behavior of the WSV in real and prac-

tical industrial scenarios. The performance of the WSV

is evaluated using realistic environments corrupted by

electromagnetic noise (robotic-arm) and by applications

with limited computational resources. The quality and

accuracy of the synchronization is validated using a re-

mote stereoscopic vision system and an objective as-

sessment metric, namely the phase difference. Experi-

mental considerations indicate that WSV with the ”ro-

bustification” of the temporal correlation between con-

secutive phase delays is computationally rewarding and

represents an alternative to the other systems based on

remote sensors/cameras. Therefore, important conclu-

sions are obtained about the usefulness of the WSV

for different type of applications. The results demon-

strate that the proposed technology performs satisfac-
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torily better and can be used as a tool for motion per-

ception in other applications, namely, remote sensing,

three-dimensional kinematic analysis, photogrammetry

and videogrammetry.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

a brief review of the approaches that are commonly used

to synchronize multi-views in motion perception and 3D

reconstructions. Section 3 shows the WirelessSyncroVi-

sion. An overview of the full structure of the proposed

technology is provided in section 3.1 and afterwards,

section 3.2 presents in detail the robust technique that

is also proposed. Section 4 demonstrates the experimen-

tal results: section 4.2 shows the accuracy and robust-

ness of the technique with the WSV for modeling the

phase difference and, section 4.1 presents the industrial

PbD setup that is considered case-study. Finally, sec-

tion 5 presents the most important conclusions of this

research.

2 Related works

Vision sensor technology is often used by industrial

robotic applications because, recent technological ad-

vances have led to the appearance of low-power sensors

with more sophisticated and cost-effective features, for

instance, lower noise, external triggering, higher resolu-

tion and speed acquisition. Some of these features have

been used by robotic-based systems, especially, for real-

time visual measurements and 3D reconstruction. The

triangulation’s principle is the basis for the visual re-

construction of objects, and it uses the geometric corre-

spondence of points in images and, the relative position

of the optical sensors and the light of source. Therefore,

synchronizing the acquisition of images between multi-

ple sensors is crucial for ensuring that physically dis-

tributed sensors have a common notion of time. This

has a significant effect on the quality of the measur-

ing process [2], which may compromise industrial appli-

cations of programming by demonstration (PbD), the

correct operation of inspecting systems in many areas

like, manufacturing industry, automotive, security and

surveillance systems, fault diagnosis and recovery. The

goal of video synchronization is to ensure that features

matched between sequences of images also correspond

to the same instant in time before the spatial matching.

In theory, the synchronization can be achieved through

an appropriate control algorithm for the vision sensor

with image-based measurements or through an external

reference signal (clock triggers): software and hardware

approaches, respectively.

A rich literature exists on studying algorithms (soft-

ware approach) that calibrate and synchronize multi-

ple optical sensors using geometric correspondences [19]

however, estimating the geometric parameters [11] and

the time delays [7, 4] in the same procedure might sac-

rifice the accuracy and, therefore, it is more desirable

a synchronization procedure without image correspon-

dences [11]. Other approach exploits the epipolar tan-

gents [18, 13]. The silhouette contours of the objects is

used to calculate points where the tangent is an epipolar

line [20]. Specific temporal and spatial changes of the

objects’ shapes are used in [17] and the research pro-

poses a method to synchronize multiple cameras with-

out external triggering signal. The major problem re-

lated to the image-based synchronization approaches is

related to the fact that they cannot be generalized for

any application or environment since they have innate

constraints and assumptions: restriction of the objects

movement and deterministic features.

This kind of limitation is not appropriate for in-

dustrial environments. In practice, industrial applica-

tions usually resort to optical sensors equipped with

synchronization trigger inputs for shuttering timing.

A hardware approach means that a signal is shared

by all cameras and the signal is usually driven by a

host device. This approach has several advantages re-

lated to the robustness, reliability and accuracy of the

entire acquisition system: for functioning under rapid

deployment conditions, operation in unstructured lo-

cations or dangerous environments. Synchronization is

relatively easy to achieve in a dedicated and wired net-

work, whose visual sensors can constantly listen for pe-

riodic events from a well-known clock server. Over the

past few decades, investigators have developed clock

synchronization protocols for wired networks, for in-

stance, IEEE 1394 and Ethernet. However, the deploy-

ment of these wires is cumbersome in some industrial

situations because it adds much financial cost and adds

constraints on the spatial configuration of the whole

perceptual system.

Other possible solution is to synchronize multiple

optical sensors without a wired network. Recent re-

searching works have proposed techniques that use ex-

ternal triggering signals [2] and wireless networks [3,

16]. A high number of applications in the field of re-

mote monitoring and interaction can be designed based

on wireless sensor networks and, in this context, a huge

scientific effort has been made over the last years [16]:

clock synchronization, energy-efficiency, hardware and

bandwidth limitations, unstable connections, latency,

loss of messages and network dynamics [21]. Most of

these researches are unsuitable for real-time robotic ap-

plications based on wireless optical sensors, especially,

in industrial environments because the challenges posed

by wireless networks are theoretically different [11, 3,

16] and the proposed methods have difficulty in assur-
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ing the real-time requirements that are needed by these

systems.

External devices can be used for remote triggering

of the cameras. Ricardo Barros et. al (2006) [2] pre-

sented a scheme that synchronizes multiple cameras by

transmitting a coded audio signal over radio frequency

and for receivers that are connected to the microphone

input of the visual sensors. In this work, the authors

have showed that the phase difference between cameras

is measured with a resolution of a millisecond and it

changes linearly over time. Andry Pinto (2012) [1] pro-

posed infrared signal protocol modulated in frequency

that makes possible the synchronization of remote mov-

ing cameras. This approach is interesting however, in-

frared signals may not be suitable for industrial envi-

ronments. Finally, a multi-camera system for marker-

based human motion capture is presented in [5], which

exploits the epipolar geometry and the particle likeli-

hood (annealed particle filter) evaluation to avoid noisy

and false measurements of the markers position. The

system achieved an accuracy in the range of centime-

ters which is usually not enough for PbD applications

in industrial scenarios.

This paper shows that hardware approaches resorts

to external devices based on the wireless synchroniza-

tion of visual sensors is possible and it offers a higher

performance in terms of flexibility, reliability and ro-

bustness, when compared to software approaches (that

eventually lead to a lower financial cost). In addition,

it describes a solution that assures a real-time synchro-

nization (in range of a few microseconds) and, can be

deployed in several scenarios (motion analysis and 3D

photogrammetry) under different environmental condi-

tions (domestic or industrial).

3 WirelessSyncroVision

The blinking of high intensity RGB (Red, Green and

Blue) LEDs synchronized with the shuttering of a cam-

era belonging to a stereoscopic system makes the visual

acquisition highly immune to external light sources [1].

These LEDs emit a high intensity light overshadowing

most of the other light sources and thus, the color de-

tection is more robust to changes in brightness. Other

feature of this approach is that the LEDs are switched-

on during a very short period of time which does not

affect people’s vision, decreases the energy consumption

and increases the longevity of the LEDs [1]. This con-

cept is called SyncroVision (patented) and it is being

developed at the Faculty of Engineering of the Univer-

sity of Porto.

A 6-DoF marker with several LEDs at standard po-

sitions resorts to this technology and additional infor-

mation about the marker can be found in [9] . The con-

ventional SyncroVision requires an accurate synchro-

nization between the marker and the shuttering of the

camera. This decreases the influence of the ambient

lighting but the temporal alignment is usually done at

the expense of wired cables. In most of the cases, wired

cables are desired for industrial environments since they

are substantially immune to electromagnetic interfer-

ences however, for applications of programming by demon-

stration (PbD), the cables that connect the human op-

erator to the multi-camera system affect the maneuver-

ability of the operator which compromises the phase

of teaching the robotic-arm (operator’s motion). More-

over, wired cables reduce the flexibility and the operat-

ing range of the SyncroVision in large-scaled industrial

environments.

Therefore, this research focused in designing and de-

veloping a wireless approach for synchronizing the ac-

tive marker with remote stereoscopic systems. Besides

the programming by demonstration, this research can

be directly applied to other application areas namely:

3D photogrammetric analysis, motion detection and fu-

sion of multi-sensor data.

3.1 The concept

The proposed wireless system is called WirelessSyncro-

Vision and it is formed by two main modules: the vi-

sual node (WSV-V) and the marker node (WSV-M).

The visual node (WSV-V) of figure 2(a) is based on

a wireless module, triggering system and two or more

cameras with external trigger. The major goal of WSV-

V is to grab frames by sending electrical signals to the

external trigger when it receives pre-defined messages

with a unique and distinctive identification number. At

the other side, the marker node (WSV-M) of figure 2(b)

has the wireless module and the triggering system for

the 6-DoF marker.

Fig. 1 The concept of the WirelessSyncroVision for an in-
dustrial scenario of PbD.
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The synchronization between WSV-M and WSV-V

is accomplished by a wireless communication at 2.4GHz

ISM (industrial, scientific and medical) band, see fig-

ure 1: an initial message is sent by the WSV-M to the

WSV-V. The wireless triggering signals are driven by

marker nodes (WSV-M) and all signals can be shared

by all visual nodes (WSV-V) in the environment. If the

received message has the correct identification number,

then the WSV-V node triggers the multi-camera sys-

tem (acquiring the images) and sends an acknowledge

message back to the WSV-M. At the same time, the

WSV-M estimates the network delay based on a robust

method that analysis the network (presented in sec-

tion 3.2) and lights the 6-DoF marker (activating the

set of LEDs) after the estimated time delay. In this way,

the markers remains ON during the shuttering period of

the multi-cameras which reduces the power consump-

tion, increases the accuracy (real-time) of the synchro-

nization process and enables high speed acquisition -

high frame rates.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Examples of the modules designed for the Wire-
lessSyncroVision: the WSV-V (on left) is the visual module
that triggers multi-cameras and the WSV-M (on right) de-
picts the operator’s module with the 6-DoF marker (repre-
sented in black).

3.2 Modeling the phase difference between

multi-cameras and a remote visual marker

The phase difference can be estimated by measuring

the communication delays over time. Each observation,

tk = t(k), measures the time that comprises the elapsed

period where the WSV-M sends a wireless signal and

receives an acknowledge from the WSV-V2, and it rep-

resents the 2× TOA (time of arrival). However, this

process may suffer from the presence of outliers orig-

inated by loss messages (causing timeouts) and noise

of the industrial environment that corrupts the com-

munications. Consequently, the synchronization instant

based on the previous observation (or a running aver-

age) may be poorly estimated and unreliable because

the formulation is incapable of distinguishing between

inlier and outlier observations.

Therefore, this section presents a robust method for

temporal alignment of two remote devices using a wire-

less network called, Adaptive and Robust Synchroniza-

tion (ARS). The method resorts to robust statistical

techniques to define a function of the temporal domain

based on sequential observations (phase differences of

the WSV-M and WSV-V). The ARS implements an on-

line regression technique with an adaptive mechanism

that predicts the expected TOA (TOA = yk/2). An

overview schematic of the method is depicted in fig-

ure 3(a) and, as can be noticed, it is composed by three

stages: ”robustification”, reinforce weights and predic-

tion.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Schematic of the Adaptive and Robust Synchroniza-
tion (ARS) method which is formed by three stages: ”ro-
bustification”, prediction and reinforce weights. Figure 3(b)
demonstrates a diagram of prediction phase.

2 In scenarios having multiple WSV-V modules, the obser-
vation that is considered by the algorithm will be the one
with the lowest value.
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Describing each phase in more detail and beginning

by the robustification stage, the goal of a regression

technique is to resolve the model parameters that pro-

duce the best fit for a region of n independent observa-

tions (tk) [14]. This means that an objective function

can be expressed using M-Estimators (Maximum Likeli-

hood Type Estimators) and the residuals errk = tk−yk.

min ξ =

n∑
i=1

ϕ(tk−i − yk−i); (1)

where tk is the phase difference and yk is the esti-

mated phase difference at time instant k.

A detailed description of the robust theory with

application to filtering image sequences can be found

in [14]. A robust function ϕ(errk) decreases the influ-

ence of outliers by replacing the squared residuals by

a robust error function, for instance, the Charbonnier.

The term ”robust” is conventionally related to the re-

jection of outliers by recovering the estimate that repre-

sents the majority of the data [14]. A influence function

ψ(errk) is the derivative of ϕ(errk) and, it is used to

solve equation 1. This function determines the influence

level that a particular observation has on the solution.

A final function can be obtained by the weight function,

ω(erri) which is defined by:

ω(ti − yi) =
ψ(ti − yi)
ti − yi

. (2)

This defines a weight contribution according to the

residual value (measures similarity level of the associ-

ated observation at different temporal instants). There-

fore, the robustification phase receives the tk and de-

termines the weight contribution wk−1 of the previous

yk.

The prediction stage recovers the estimate that rep-

resents the majority of the observations, by returning a

reliable estimative of the yk and at the current instant

of time, see Equation 3.

yk =

∑n
i=1 wk−i.tk−i∑n

i=1 wk−i
. (3)

where wi = 1√
1+

err2
i

β2

and β is a setting parameter of

the Charbonnier estimator. In Equation 3, it is evident

that the value of yk is obtained by weighting the contri-

butions of all temporal neighbors however, the weights

make possible to detect and reject the influence of out-

liers.

Finally, the ARS introduces a mechanism that up-

dated the weights according to the estimated yk and

the observed tk. This procedure is the final stage of

the process depicted in figure 3(a) and it is conducted

when the acknowledge message of the WSV-V arrives

to the WSV-M: the tk is available. This stage analyzes

if the predicted value of yk was reliably estimated and

measures the confidence level that updates the entire

process, see Equation 4.

wk−i ←− wk−i + ρ(tk−i − yk),∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}. (4)

where ρ is a learning rate that limits the influence

of undesirable outliers in the process of updating the

weights. The main objective of Equation 4 is to en-

able the evolution of weights over time, making possible

small adjustments for a better fitting of the contribu-

tion of each temporal neighbor to the current state of

the synchronization process.

Thus, the adaptive structure of the ARS is con-

tinuously updating the neighbors and reinforcing the

weights that balances the contribution of each obser-

vation to the next estimative of yk. Besides their sim-

plicity, the proposed algorithm have several advantages:

a real-time and robust prediction of the phase differ-

ence, casual loss messages have a minor effect in the

estimation and an online mechanism for updating the

contribution of each neighbor (wi) in accordance to the

evolution of the network conditions (availability over

time).

4 Experiments and Results

An extensive set of experiments was conducted as part

of this research. The experiments aimed at evaluat-

ing and analyzing the behavior of the proposed Wire-

lessSyncroVision (WSV), especially, the accuracy on

estimating the instant of time that synchronizes the

modules WSV-M and WSV-V, at different testing con-

ditions.

In these experiments, the estimative obtained by the

ARS3, see section 3.2, is compared to the real phase

difference of several evaluation scenarios: different dis-

tances, the environment being corrupted with electro-

magnetic noise (of an industrial robotic-arm) and, the

impact of the learning mechanism is also studied. The

performance of the WSV is evaluated in the PbD sce-

nario presented in section 4.1. Therefore, these trials

capture different working conditions and possible con-

figurations for the ARS method in the WSV.

3 The method was implemented in the programming lan-
guage C and for a micro-controller ATmega32u4.
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4.1 Programming by demonstration

The synchronization of multi-sensors is important in

faithfully reproducing the movement of humans. This

is of extremely importance on industrial applications of

programming by demonstration (PbD), where a robotic-

arm learns how to move or grab a part by replicating a

human behavior. This section shows the WSV in a pro-

gramming by demonstration scenario where a human

operator with the 6-DOF marker (in the WSV-M) is

teaching an industrial robotic-arm how to paint special

parts, see figures 4(a) and 4(b). A stereoscopic visual

system is capturing the path (position and orientation)

that is performed by the active marker to enable a re-

liable imitation that will be conducted by the robot.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Figures 4(a) and the 4(b) show the concept of the
PbD in a scenario where a human operator teaches a robotic
manipulator how to paint a specific part. Figures 4(c) depicts
the a real scenario where the human operator is connected to
the WSV-M. Figure 4(d) demonstrates that the trigger of the
cameras (orange line) is in sync with the ON period of the
active marker (green line).

Figure 4(c) presents the industrial setup for the PbD

scenario that is considered the case-study of this re-

search4. As can be noticed, the 6-DOF active marker [9]

within the WSV-M is synchronized with the stereo-

scopic vision in the WSV-V, see figure 4(d). Therefore,

the WSV makes it possible to analyze the behavior of

an operator by extracting the position and orientation

of the active marker (by detecting the color and posi-

4 A video can be found in http://paginas.fe.up.pt/

~dee10015/_research.htm

tion of each LED). This information is required for the

imitation phase that is conducted by the robotic-arm.

4.2 Robust modeling of the phase difference

Table 1 demonstrates the results in terms of errk =

tk−yk that were obtained by the ARS (a instant of time

was already presented in figure 4(d)). The evaluation

was conducted in different testing conditions namey: A

- close range (0.15 meters) and open space; B - medium

range (8.5 meters) and open space; C - medium range

(8.5 meters) and close space (non-line-of-sight since be-

cause two glass walls were separating the WSV-M from

the WSV-V); and D - close range (3.5 meters), close

space (non-line-of-sight since the WSV-V was occluded

with a plastic enclosure) and one robotic-arm work-

ing. The ARS is compared with a running-average us-

ing the previous 5 observations. In addition, the influ-

ence of the mechanism that reinforces the weights is ini-

tially evaluated by comparing the performance of the

proposed method in two configurations: ρ = 0.01 and

ρ = 0; however, its influence is studied in more detail

in graphs 5(a) to 7(b).

It is evident in Table 1 that the ARS obtained the

highest performance due to its lowest error in all ex-

periments. The mean error of the running-average in

scenario ”A” was about 3.4 microseconds (us) and, the

errk of the ARS with ρ = 0.01 and ρ = 0 was 1.3us and

2.1us, respectively. An interesting outcome can be ob-

served in these testing conditions: the number of time-

outs is significantly high due to the small distance be-

tween WSV-V and WSV-M, and because the LNA (low-

noise amplifier) of the receiver is being saturated by the

power amplifier (PA) of the emitter since both modules

have transceivers (nRF24L01) that were configured to

2Mbs of air data rate which increases their sensitivity

to noise.

Overall, the stage that reinforces the weights is en-

hancing the yk estimative because it enables small ad-

justments to the contribution of each neighbor and makes

possible to the ARS be adaptive to changes in the work-

ing conditions. A justification to this statement is de-

picted in ”D”-trial since the error of ARS(ρ = 0.01) is

smaller than ARS(ρ = 0) however, both errors are very

similar. This identical performance can be justified by

the presence of the electromagnetic noise that corrupts

the communication structure: causing a higher fluctua-

tion of the TOA that is being observed by the WSV-M.

Moreover, the ARS(ρ = 0.01) led to a standard devia-

tion that is small when compared to the ARS(ρ = 0)

or even the running-average.

The following results are based on the testing sce-

nario ”C” and they demonstrate the influence that each
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Table 1 Error of predicting the phase difference (errk). The values for the mean and standard deviation (STD) of 15000
samples are represented in microseconds. The number of timeouts is each trial is also presented and represents an average of
20 experiences conducted in the same conditions.

Testing scenario
ρ = 0.01 ρ = 0 Running Average

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD #Timeouts

A (close range) 1.280 15.999 2.050 26.884 3.407 26.979 90
B (medium range) 1.298 15.231 1.434 16.397 2.351 16.423 13

C (close space) 1.625 15.544 1.673 18.537 2.859 18.564 3
D (noise) 1.432 16.724 1.472 19.954 2.262 20.280 9

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the mean and standard deviation of errk as a function of the learning rate, that were
obtained by the ARS in ”C” scenario with β = 50.0 and 5 temporal neighbors.

setting parameter (ρ, β and number of neighbors) has

on the behavior of the ARS. First, the figure 5(a) repre-

sents the prediction error as a function of the learning

rate. The results of this graph shows that the best per-

formance (errk = 0.32 us) is obtained for ρ = 1.22.

However, the standard deviation is high and close to 27

us. In this way, a good ρ is by convenience the value of

1.15 since it has an acceptable error and the smallest

standard deviation.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) presents the errk with a differ-

ent number of neighbors and considering the ρ = 1.22

and β = 50.0. The ARS obtained the best performance

when 7 temporal neighbors are used to predict the value

of yk and, under these conditions, the error was about

0.3 us. An interesting result is related to the standard

deviation that increases (almost linearly) by changing

the number of neighbors, see figure 6(b). Figures 7(a)

and 7(b) depict the influence that the parameter β

(of the Charbonnier M-Estimator) has on the ARS.

Both figures are similar to the graphs of the learning

rate, which means that the influence of β is similar

to the ρ. In scenario ”C” (ρ = 1.22 and 7 temporal

neighbors contributing to the estimative yk), the pro-

posed method achieved a mean error close to 0.1us when

β = 50 however, the process led to a high standard de-

viation (42 us). An acceptable β is perhaps the value

of 55 since the ARS method obtained an errk close

to 1us and a standard deviation of 17us, which is the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the mean and standard deviation of errk as a function of the number of neighbors, that
were obtained by the ARS in ”C” scenario with ρ = 1.22 and β = 50.0.

lowest value in the graph. From the previous results, a

final remark must be made in accordance to the impor-

tance of the standard deviation in the WSV, because

even with a configuration that made possible a small

prediction error errk, these parameters also led, unfor-

tunately, to a high value of standard deviation in the

majority of cases. This means a low confidence for the

yk and, therefore, the ON period of LEDs in the WSV-

M can be unsynchronized by a little with the shuttering

of cameras in the WSV-V. Although this issue be un-

desired, the ARS method achieves a synchronization

accuracy of 20us, during the worst case scenario and

contemplating the influence of the standard deviation.

Moreover, the previous results have demonstrated

how the setup of the ARS can be made. In addition,

they proved the ability of the method to predict the

phase difference with a high accuracy level between

the WSV-M and WSV-M. However, the best accuracy

has associated a high value for the standard deviation.

Usually, a high standard deviation means a low confi-

dence level for the predicted value of yk. In this way,

the parametrization of the method should be balanced

in terms of accuracy and standard deviation that can

compromise the synchronization procedure.

5 Conclusions

Modeling dynamic objects using multi-cameras placed

in the environment requires high synchronization level

for capturing different points-of-view and to make pos-

sible the reliable reconstruction of the position and the

form of objects at particular instants of time. Existing

systems that synchronize multi-cameras are usually in-

efficient (software-based), expensive (hardware-based)

and do not achieve a real-time or a high level of ac-

curacy that are required for industrial applications of

PbD (programming-by-demonstrator). In this context,

this article proposes the WirelessSyncroVision (WSV)

which is a novel technological solution formed by the

visual node and the marker node. Moreover, a robust

method for synchronizing the instant of acquisition of

multi-cameras with a 6-DoF active marker is also pre-

sented. This method is called Adaptive and Robust

Synchronization (ARS) and models the phase difference

as a function of time by predicting the parameters that
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the mean and standard deviation of errk as a function of the β (Charbonnier parameter),
that were obtained by the ARS in the ”C” scenario with 7 temporal neighbors and ρ = 1.22 .

must be known for the temporal alignment between the

active marker and the remote cameras.

The experiments conducted proved that the pro-

posed technological solution meets the real-time require-
ments of common robotic systems, since it estimated

the temporal delay with a mean error that was lower

than 20 microseconds in the worst case scenario and,

contemplating electromagnetic noise, medium distances

and the enclosure of modules. In addition, incorporat-

ing a mechanism that reinforces weights of the temporal

neighbors in the ARS is advantageous. Comparatively

to the running-average, the ARS method achieved the

best accuracy in predicting the phase difference with

a good computational efficiency (runs on a microcon-

troller).

In short, a reliable and efficient solution is proposed

as part of this study that makes it possible to syn-

chronize remote visual acquisition sensors with time

events (a active marker blinking at high frequencies).

Besides the industrial application depicted, the propos-

ing system can be used for other applications, namely,

remote sensing, three-dimensional kinematic analysis,

photogrammetry and videogrammetry.
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